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COLORADO SUPREME COURT
Destination Maternity v. Burren— S Ct finds ALJ has authority to determine MMI status
as question of fact - 2020 CO 41 (SC 5/18/20). This is a workers’ compensation case. After
months of treatment, none of claimant’s authorized treating physicians placed her at
“Maximum medical improvement” (“MMI”). Her employer and her employer’s insurer
sought a second opinion regarding Burren’s MMI status, and Burren subsequently
underwent a Division Independent Medical Examination (“DIME”). The DIME doctor
who examined Burren also declined to place her at MMI. The employer and insurer
then challenged the DIME doctor’s opinion and an administrative law judge (“ALJ”)
concluded that the employer and insurer had overcome the DIME doctor’s finding. The
ALJ then placed Burren at MMI with a finding of no permanent impairment, making
Burren ineligible to receive permanent disability benefits. An administrative panel
agreed with the ALJ. The question presented was whether an ALJ may place a claimant
at MMI after concluding that an employer or an employer’s insurer has overcome the
finding of a DIME doctor that a claimant hasn’t reached MMI. The Supreme Court held
that once an ALJ concludes that an employer or an employer’s insurer has overcome a
DIME doctor’s MMI opinion, the ALJ may determine the claimant’s MMI status and
permanent impairment rating as questions of fact.
People in Interest of R.D.— Supreme Court weighs in on protected speech - 2020 CO 44
(SC 06/01/20). The Supreme Court determined that threatening messages the juvenile
defendant posted on Twitter were protected speech under the First Amendment. The
court refined its earlier statements of the general framework for distinguishing a true
threat from constitutionally protected speech and offered specific guidance for applying
that test to statements communicated online. A true threat is a statement that, considered
in context and under the totality of the circumstances, would be reasonably perceived by
an intended or foreseeable recipient as a serious expression of intent to commit an act
of unlawful violence. In determining whether a statement is a true threat, a reviewing
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court must examine the words used,
but it must also consider the context
in which the statement was made. The
contextual factors courts should consider
include, but are not limited to (1) the
statement’s role in a broader exchange,
if any, including surrounding events;
(2) the medium or platform through
which the statement was communicated,
including any distinctive conventions or
architectural features; (3) the manner
in which the statement was conveyed
(e.g., anonymously or not, privately or
publicly); (4) the relationship between
the speaker and recipient(s); and (5) the
subjective reaction of the statement’s
intended or foreseeable recipient(s).

COLORADO COURT OF APPEALS
Gieck v. Governor’s Office of
Information
Technology
—
2020COA81 (CA 5/21/20) In this
whistleblower complaint case, a division
of the Court of Appeals interprets, for
the first time, legislation creating the
Office of Information Technology in
the Office of the Governor (GOIT), to
determine whether GOIT employees
hired after the legislation became
effective are excepted from the state
personnel system under the Civil
Service Amendment. The division holds
that such employees are excepted under
the Civil Service Amendment and,
therefore, the State Personnel Board has
no jurisdiction to consider a complaint
filed by GOIT employees under the
Whistleblower Act. The division further
held that the GOIT statute does not
violate the Civil Service Amendment.

Grenillo v. Estate of Joel Hansen —
Revival statute does not apply where
defendant not named in dismissed civil
action - 2020COA82 (CA 5/21/20).
As background, under specified
circumstances, Colorado’s remedial
revival statute, section 13-80-111, allows
a plaintiff to refile an action that was
dismissed for lack of jurisdiction within
ninety days after dismissal, despite the
running of the statute of limitations.
In this case, the Court of Appeals, in
a 2-1 decision, held that the remedial
revival statute cannot be invoked against
a defendant who was not named as a
defendant in the original action.
Centura Health Corp v French — ‘All
charges’ held not ambiguous - 2020C0A85
(CA 5/28/20) A hospital services
agreement’s price term required a patient
to pay “all charges of the hospital.”
The language was challenged as being
ambiguous. The Court of Appeals held
that the patient’s written promise to pay
“all charges” unambiguously refers to the

hospital’s chargemaster rates and was
sufficiently definite to be enforceable.
Accordingly, a jury could interpret
the term and impose a reasonableness
requirement.
Johnson-Linzy v. Conifer Care
Communities – Arbitration agreement
still enforceable notwithstanding arbitral
forum no longer in business - 2020COA88
(CA 5/28/20). A division of the Court
of Appeals considered whether an
arbitration agreement’s incorporation
of an arbitral forum’s rules that require
a now defunct arbitrator to administer
them renders the arbitration agreement
impossible to perform. Based on
the plain language of the arbitration
agreement, the 2-1 majority concluded
that the parties agreed to arbitrate
any disputes that arose between them,
without regard to who was named as
arbitrator and that it was not invalid on
the grounds of impossibility.
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Chan v. HEI Resources —Division of
Court of Appeals disagrees with another
division on where standards to use in
determining whether partnership was
security - 2020COA87 (CA 6/04/20).
The Court of Appeals held that when
deciding whether an ostensible general
partnership interest in a venture is a
security under the Colorado Securities
Act, a trial court must employ a strong
presumption that it is not. In addition,
it held that when determining whether
the general partners have sufficient
experience with or knowledge of business
affairs that they can intelligently exercise
their partnership powers, venturespecific experience or knowledge
should not always be regarded as
required: general business experience
and knowledge may be sufficient. In so
holding on these two issues, the division
disagrees with the prior court of appeals
decision in this case, Rome v. HEI
Resources, Inc., 2014 COA 160.

TENTH CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS
Aptive Environmental v. Town of
Castle Rock – Tenth circuit says Castle
Rock door-to-door curfew violated First
Amendment - Docket: 18-1166 (10th
Cir. 5/15/20). The Town of Castle Rock,
Colorado enacted a 7:00 p.m. curfew on
commercial door-to-door solicitation.
Aptive Environmental, LLC sold
pest-control services through door-todoor solicitation and encouraged its
salespeople to go door-to-door until
dusk during the traditional business
week. When Aptive came to Castle
Rock in 2017, it struggled to sell its
services as successfully as it had in other
nearby markets. Blaming the Curfew,
Aptive sued Castle Rock for violating
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its First Amendment rights and sought
an injunction against the Curfew’s
enforcement. After a bench trial, the
district court permanently enjoined
Castle Rock from enforcing the Curfew.
Castle Rock appealed. After review,
the Tenth Circuit concluded Castle
Rock failed to demonstrate the Curfew
advanced its substantial interests in a
direct and material way.
Couser v. Gay – State sheriff ’s department
are not state entities for purposes of §1983
claim - Docket: 19-3088 (10th Cir.
5/22/20). Estate sued Kansas sheriff ’s
department, alleging constitutional
violations under 42 U.S.C. 1983 and a
state law claim. The district court granted
in part and denied in part Defendants’
Rule 12(b)(6) motions. In particular,
it denied each sheriff ’s motion to
dismiss based on Eleventh Amendment
immunity because, “with respect to
local law enforcement activities, sheriffs
are not arms of the state but rather of
the county that they serve.” The Tenth
Circuit affirmed.
In re: MDL 2700 Genentech – Tenth
Circuit finds medical products case under
state law not preempted by federal law Docket: 19-5035 (10th Cir. 5/29/20).
The plaintiffs in all fourteen diversity
cases were cancer treatment providers
who purchased multi-dose vials of
Herceptin, a breast cancer drug, from
defendant Genentech, Inc. Plaintiffs
alleged that Genentech violated state
law by failing to ensure that each vial
of Herceptin contained the labeled
amount of the active ingredient, and by
misstating the drug concentration and
volume on the product labeling. After
the cases were consolidated, Genentech
moved for summary judgment, arguing
that plaintiffs’ claims were pre-empted

by federal law. The district court agreed
with Genentech and granted its motion
for summary judgment, but the Tenth
Circuit reversed the dismissal and
remanded for further proceedings.

Rocky Mountain Presstress v. Liberty
Mutual Fire Insurance — Docket:
19-1169 (10th Cir. 6/2/20). Colorado
Center Development, LLC, the owner
of certain property in Denver, Colorado,
hired J.E. Dunn Construction Company
to construct an office building (the
Project). Colorado Center purchased
a Builder’s Risk insurance policy
(the Policy) from Liberty Mutual
Fire Insurance Company. The Policy
provided protection against “direct
physical loss or damage caused by a
covered peril to ‘buildings or structures’
while in the course of construction,
erection, or fabrication.” J.E. Dunn hired
plaintiff Rocky Mountain Prestress,
LLC (RMP) as a subcontractor to
perform work including “engineer[ing],
supply[ing,] and install[ing] all precast
concrete components, connections, and
erections aids” and “[s]upply[ing] and
install[ing] grout and/or patching of all
connections required by the engineering
for the structural integrity of the precast.”
Because of “potential concerns that arose
at another project” relating to “sinking
pillars/columns,” J.E. Dunn requested
RMP to retain a third-party engineering
firm to investigate “potential structural
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issues” with RMP’s work on the Project.
The engineering firm concluded that the
Project required “repairs to insufficiently
grouted joints between precast concrete
column and pilaster elements” at 264
locations throughout the structure. The
engineering firm began its investigation
in August 2016, and the final grouting
repair work was completed in February
2017. In the meantime, in November
2016, RMP submitted a claim to Liberty
seeking coverage under the Policy.
The district court granted summary
judgment in favor of the insurance
company on three independent grounds:
(1) RMP had not shown that the claimed
loss was fortuitous; (2) the claimed loss
did not constitute “direct physical loss
or damage” as required for coverage
under the policy; and (3) even if there
might otherwise have been coverage,
the claimed loss fell within the policy’s
exclusion for defective workmanship.
The Tenth Circuit affirmed the district
court’s decision based on the defectiveworkmanship exclusion.
UPCOMING WEBINAR CLEs
Bashor / Nunn Follow Up, Anticipating
the Setup Attempts; Heather Salg,
Messner Reeves
June 11, 2020, 12:00 AM - 1:00 PM
This CLE will address cases from Bashor
through Stresscon and Hinajosa, focusing
on how the law on consent judgments in
Colorado has evolved and why there are keys
to the defense found in some of the cases
underlying the seminal Colorado cases.
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Protective Orders in First and Third
Party Cases; Frank Patterson,
Patterson Ripplinger
June 16, 2020, 12:00 AM - 1:00 PM
Educating opposing counsel and the court on
protective order issues: this CLE will discuss
the problems presented when plaintiffs
ask for protective orders to limit use/
dissemination/retention of plaintiff medical
records; when carriers want institutional
data to be protected; and concerns we should
all be aware of in first and third party cases
whenever anyone claims records need to be
kept “confidential”.

A Panel Perspective on the Challenges
of Defending Under a Wrap Policy,
Ivan Sarkissian, McConaughy
& Sarkissian; Brad Ramming,
Sweetbaum Sands Anderson; Kate
Strauss, Cotney Construction Law
June 18, 2020, 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM
In this moderated panel discussion, attendees
will be provided information from various
perspectives on the challenges of defending
a construction defect claim under a wrap or
owner-controlled insurance policy (OCIP).

Ethics CLE - Protecting Yourself and
Your Client: Ethics for the Insurance
Defense Lawyer; Kendra Beckwith
and Katherine Otto, Messner Reeves
June 30, 2020, 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Topics for this presentation will include best
practices at the beginning of the attorney-client
relationship, with particular focus on insurance
defense counsel. Topics will include clearing
conflicts, dos and don’ts for engagement letters,
referral to personal counsel, and navigating
coverage questions from your client.

For more information and
registration on CDLA Events
and CLEs, visit codla.org

SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT

Diamond Sponsor /
Monday Night Dinner

Vocational Diagnostics, Inc. is the
authority in vocational damages
assessment and life care planning.
Specializing in catastrophic injury cases,
we are the experts in the assessment
of children and adults in a wide range
of cases, including personal injury,
divorce, medical malpractice and labor/
employment. For more than 28 years,
VDI has developed a well-deserved
reputation for its unbiased expertise.
The fact that both plaintiff and defense
counsel routinely retain our services
indicates the high level of respect VDI has
on both sides of the aisle for the quality
of our work. We are proud to provide
unparalleled professional consulting and
expert witness services to the legal and
insurance communities throughout the
U.S. and Canada.
vocationaldiagnostics.com

Diamond Sponsor /
Breakout Speaker

Ponderosa Associates is a technical
consulting company offering the services
of licensed engineers, scientists and
other technical experts. Since 1974 we
have provided prompt, highly qualified
assistance to the legal, industrial and
insurance communities worldwide.
ponderosa-assoc.com
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